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Abs&act. simultaneous measurenvo of efiection and tritasmission at
multipl wvelengths ninging fom dp ultraviolet to near

A radiation-hax4ened. sb-micron silicon-on-sapphire infrared provides several wmsmission. coefficients (1) and
CMOS process is monitored and optimized using a ovel reflection. ooefficients (R) ibr the numerical calculation of te
optical technique based on spectroscopic reffectometry. film thickness and optical constants such as index of
Quantitative measurements of the crystal quality, surface refraction (n) and the wanction coefficient k). TU
roughness, and device radiation hardness show =llent thicknesses of silicon film and sapphire used in this study are
correlation between this technique and the Atomic: Force 0.3 pm and 625 pm, respectively. To insur a highly
Nficroscopy. accurate simulation of the physical and optical properties of

the material a proprietary dispersion algorithm developed by
1. EVMODUCTION Scientific Computing laternational. (SCI) is usai

Recent developments in commercial satellite Light Source and Detector
again generate much interest in radiation

hardness microelectronics Among radiation hardness
silicon technologies, the sihoon-on-sapphire (SOS) CNIOS
continues to play an iportant role due to its wll-known
inheritance of tolerance to space and nuclear radiation.
Optimization of the hardening of SOS wafers is based on
defect engineering of the cystalline microsmicture adjacent
to the silicon-sapphire interface. An increase in the defect
structure favors a reduction in post-radiation back-channel
leakage current in n-channel MOSFETs and an increase in
pre-Tadiation leakage current in p-channel MOSFETs. Si Epi Layer.................................... ..................... .. ......... . .... <- S hire......................................... .. .... .. .. . ..... .. .. .. app......................................... ... .. ... ......... ............................................In this paper, for the first time, a new non-destnictive .. I
optical technique based on a combination of spectroscopic
normal incidence and near grazing angle reflectometry is
used to simultaneously measure both the surface roughness Fig. 1. Instrumental set-up of a spectroscopic refiectometer
and crystalline quality at the silicon-sapphire interface. This
measurement technique is ideal for optimizing the radiation
hardness and material characteristics in SOS wafers.

One of the most important parameters in characterizing
11. NSTRUMENTATION the quality of SOS is the Ultra Violet Reflection UVR)

number that is normally measured with an RCA
Figure I shows an instrument configuration of the reflectometer. UVR number is a measurement of the

spectroscopic reflectometer (SR). A white light source is reduction in the reflectance in SOS relative to bulk silicon at
used to illuminate the mdace. A photodetector collects 280= wavelength. Two SOS wafers with UVR rating of
reflected light from the silicon surface and the transmitted high and low are selected for surface roughness measurement
light from the silicDn-sapphire interface which polarization with the SR- A significant correlation is observed (Figure 2)
are then analyzed with a polarizer. In principle, between the SR and AM measurement techniques. The
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advantages of the SR technique over UVR and AM includes 1000
non-destructive masurement, the capability of nalyzing the
constitutive information such as compositional depth profile,
and the capability of simultaneous measurement of both the 10D PwmdsftcnPhC6
surface roughness and the crystalline quality at the silicon- C / L-kffr
sapphire interface.
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The non-destructive nature with a direct, quantitative <, LOOM NeAsd 
measumment of the roughness at the silicon-sapphire j LODEW6 - 103LPad _
interface makes SR an ideal analytical tool to optimize SOS ...... 30&Pad

1.009M - 603LR2d -
wafers for applications that required radiation hardness. IME"

Since interface roughness is an indirect measurement of LWBM
radiation hardness, SOS wafers can be screened por to LOD910

fabrication for their levels of tolerance to radiation
environment. -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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111. DATA AND DISCUSSION Fig. 4 Off-state sub-direshold characteristics in
NMOS devices exposed to different doses

In this work, MOSFET devices with channel length of SOS wafers with interface roughness of 43 are then
0.6 4m and gate oxide thickness of 175 A are studied with chosen to finther investigate the technology optimization in

their interface roughness measured prior to being fabricated. this study. These devices are exposed up to IMRad (SiO2) X-

This SOS technology is designed with three layers of metal, ray irradiation. Since radiation has minimal effect on the

2.5 V operational voltage, and tolerant up to IMRad (SiO2) PMOS I I 1, only data for NMOS are reported here. Fig. 4

X-ray irradiation. Figure 3 shows the dependence of pre- shows the back-channel leakage (Ilk) current of a 50-egde

radiation PMOS and post-radiation back-channel OS NMOS device exposed to different irradiation doses. During

leakage currents on the silicon-sapphire interface roughness. the irradiation and measurement, drain voltage is equal to 2.5

As expected, the pre-radiation PMOS leakage current V and two values of gate voltage of 0 V and 2.5 V are used.

increases while the post-radiation back-channel NMOS In the worst case, Ilk increases from 0. 16 nA at pre-radiation

decreases with roughness. To optimize the SOS technology to 67 nA at INIRad. The back-channel leakage is

for applications in radiation environment, these two leakage determined by a -I V gate bias voltage. This induced leakage

effects must be compromised. current signifies the trapping of positive charges near the

silicon-sapphire interface. It is observed that Im increases

noticeably up to 300 kRad (SiO2) and saturates at higher

doses. This can be explained with the suggestion that the

holes generated from the ionizing radiation trapped at the

higher irradiation doses occupy shallower trap levels than the

holes initially trapped at the lower dose levels 2]. The

leakage at V,=O V (front gate) is significant due to the

silicon edge devices which can be reduced with proper silicon

island edge profiling or additional edge doping 13]. Figures 5

and 6 summarize the acceptably low change of leakage
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current and degradation in linear threshold voltage versus
radiation doses, respectively. Again, degradation in threshold
voltage shows a saturation at higher irradiation doses. M CONCLUSION
Devices with three different channel length of 12, 0.8 and
0.6 �im were used to characterize the radiation effect. Figures In conclusion, a radiation hardness SOS process has been
5 and 6 indicate the dependence of leakage current and improved using a novel spectiDscopic reflectomem
threshold voltage on the channel length- However, the technique. Due to the non-invasive nature of the method, the
behavior of these two parameters with radiation is the same SOS wafers can be screened for their levels of tolerance to
for all channel lengths. radiation prior being fabricated with the silicon-sWhire

interface defect nucrostructure measurement A IMRad
submicron SOS technology has been realized successfully tc
demonstrate this simple, yet powerful, optical technique.
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